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About This Game

Story

... Death and darkness have engulfed the world. Humans have all since perished, leaving robots alone to rule. The robots
compete fiercely for energy. In time, they will simply tend towards their own destruction, just as the humans did. However,

there is a group of robots that are committed to resolving this crisis; studying human history deeply, they reach the conclusion
that the answer to their problems is the soul.To learn any more about how they can achieve this, they must speak to the creator
of this world. Unfortunately, the most recent information about the creator suggests that they left the universe a very long time
ago. The only solution is to travel to another dimension in search of the creator. To this end, they endeavour to build a trans-

dimensional space transporter.

Game

Abyss Raiders: Uncharted is an action tower defence game, set in a future where robots are the dominant species in the
universe. You will need to survive waves of fierce enemies whilst searching the ancient ruins for the power that will prevent the

second apocalypse.
The gameplay is mainly divided into two parts. The first part is strategy: Out of a large selection of turrets, you must choose a

combination of 5 of them by understanding the energy requirements and usability of each. Once in game, you will need to
deploy the turrets strategically in real-time, making the best use of the available energy sources. The second part is tactics: You
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will need to choose 4 skills that complement the turret configuration you have created. For example, you could select skills that
will repair and overload turrets, skills that create traps, or skills that simply provide additional firepower support.

In Abyss Raiders: Uncharted you will need to collect relics to upgrade your skills and turrets and unlock new levels. Only with a
good mixture of skill and cunning can you destroy the ancient evil and find all the relics hidden in the abyss.
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Features

15 kinds of turrets
12 special skills,

4 sections 30 levels
6 Secret levels
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Title: Abyss Raiders: Uncharted
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
DarkStar Games
Publisher:
DarkStar Games
Release Date: 30 Apr, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista/Windows 7/Windows 8

Processor: AMD/INTEL Dual-Core 2.4 GHz

Memory: 3 GB RAM

Graphics: 1024 MB DirectX 9.0c compatible AMD Radeon HD 5850/NVIDIA GeForce GTX 460 or higher

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 4 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9 compatible

English,Simplified Chinese
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One of the hardest games I've ever played. This game requires a lot of meticulous coordination between both keyboard and
mouse. Once I got used to the coordination and controls the levels become less intimidating and game's levels completion
becomes exponentially satisfying. I recommend this game to anyone looking for a challenge!

In terms off game design:
-Graphics has a fun and classical looking
-Music is awesome!
-Level design feels unique and experientially nice

. A neat short game that you should play if you enjoy Metroidvania games.. In my eyes best of the SW series, and quite polished
(or a price) game. Space pausable RTS/RPG hybrid, with good balance and interesting relation between developing the skills
and upgrading the ships. Acceptable story with some choices, Free roam actually gives some sense and there are significant
enhancements to SW1. Game is not stellar and had a bi of issue with balance (rockets and missiles underpowered), but I enjoyed
my game.. This game is a lot of fun; even though I'm not the arcade type player, I got really addicted and even tried to get all
achievements. (On easy mode, shame on me.) I love the whole quirky personality of the game. I even dig the cutscenes and the
voice acting. I think one of the best design decisions in Strikey Sisters is that it rewards the player constantly - destroying blocks
gives you coins, coins give you chests with achievement stuff, each killed monster gives you a useful power-up. Not to mention
the slick pixel graphics and animations. For me the motivation was up all the time.

The only things I'd wish for would be a bit easier levels at the beginning and generally more diverse level design (they all feel
very same-y).. I absolutely have no regrets spending under $5 on this game! I will go through and list the positives and and
negatives I found after playing this game for about an hour or so, a grain of salt is not provided but feel free to take one if you
need to.

Graphics: 8 What do you expect, it's hand drawn on crumpled notebook paper and then animated! The kind of crap we dreamed
of doing in Jr. High or High School.

Sound: 8 It is a light blippy and bubbly soundtrack and though I reside on the dark side of the spectrum, I can't help but wiggle
and dance just a little bit from the overflowing and overwhelmingly happy music. The sound effects are equally as happy and
add to the overall experience. I was expecting pew pew pew and got bloop bloop bloop.

Gameplay: 9 This is a top down shooter like Asteroids or Space Invaders. I can see this becoming engrossing and completely
addictive if you have a weakness for casual games. While the gameplay isn't super face melting fast paced by any means, it is
extremely anxiety inducing once you get passed The Leviathon boss.

Replayability: 10 So it is permadeath in the sense you only get one, maybe two chances if you have a shield. The ability to
custom create your own scribble ship allows you to play the same "map" over and over again and each play through is
completely different.

So here come the negatives that I found.
-No coop multiplayer. Couch coop for this game would make it 10x better!
-Not enough variety of weapons: This game needs paint cluster bombs, paint (flame) thrower, proximity mines, paint lasers,
something...you get your basic bloop bloop gun and some targeting paint missles but in the hour or so I played the weapons are
just more of the same, but faster.
-More backgrounds needed. I love the fact that when you "destroy" a ship with your paint guns, it is added to the paper
background you are playing on. This only looks so cool for so long...variety is the spice of life. I would love to see a few more
notebooks or desks or tables etc added as backgrounds. Maybe a bathroom stall wall or something :D

Overall Impression: HELL YES! for under $5 you get a casual game that keeps your interest, supports independent devs, and is
an amazingly fun experience. I look forward to seeing if the devs keep this game fresh and new feeling with updates. Will this
be my main game with 100s of hours, probably not. Will this be a game I fall back on when other servers are down or when I am
feeling casual. Oh yes! This has the potential to be a huge black hole of time, in the most positive sense of the phrase :D
I HIGHLY RECOMMEND THIS GAME!. Short, but sort of interesting.. It's a "push the right keys faster and faster" "game"
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with 1990s graphics and were you can't rebind keys. Meh :/. I LOVE THIS GAME I am thankful for Gaijingoomba if it wasn't
for his stream of this game I would have never known. i was in 2 minds about getting this game but glade i did, its a really good
game for the price. Really bad and unforgiving until the end. If you do one thing wrong or in the wrong order people die. And
with the save system like it is it isn't easy to try again. Even if you could you don't realize you did something wrong until
suddenly you don't have enough food to feed everyone. Very frusterating.
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Challenging, clever, hard af, with responsive and pretty spot-on controls.

The first few levels introduce you to the mechanics, but also to another subtle concept which I loved: this is not just a platform;
it's also a dynamic, savage puzzle game. Each level is built around your starting color, hinting at the sequence required to
complete it as fast as possible. Once you get it, it becomes a crazy ballet of both skills and logic. Great!. Melancholy republic...
it's the state the game leaves you in afterwards.

I found it very well written and distinctly different from other visual novels. Every character was endearing in their own way
and just worked well together.

The game has no options menu (April 2018, maybe the dev will add it later) but you can change some keybinds using F1. Press
F5 to toggle fullscreen. Don't press F12 (screenshot) as it exits gameplay. Press esc to save when you're not in dialog.

. "Well, in conclusion, some might say that there are redeeming factors to this game. The music\u2019s pretty cool, and the
graphics are nice and colorful. Some might call it a mixed bag. But let me tell you what kind of mixed bag. It\u2019s a trash bag
that\u2019s had a bad day. Like, say your mom cleans out the cat litter. Fresh and stale doody pebbles go right in the bottom of
the bag. And then your sister throws out her used tampons, and where do they go? In the same bag. And then your brother
comes home,\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ass drunk, just upchucks, pukes right into the bag...

Now, I\u2019m not trying to be disgusting, but that is a realistic situation, and what it all comes down to, THAT'S A NASTY
BAG. But I\u2019d rather take that\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665out to the garbage than deal with this piece of
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665! \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 this game, get out of my face!"

--- Angry Video Game Nerd. I want to die. It establishes an eerie mood, making you feel vulnerable to what lurks in the
shadows. It's more a jump n run than a puzzle game. The design and style are obviously inspired by Limbo, but it does add that
special "umpf" to the formula that makes it stand out from other Limbo-like games. It's fun, mysterious, scary and quite a
challenge! http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=604574953 
http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=609664931 
https:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=1580496151 Unlocked all achievements!. This game is
DIFFICULT. Do not dive in unless you really want your skills tested. Why is it difficult? Because I suppose driving an actual F1
car isn't easy.
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